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Daytona Milton Keynes InKart Championship 2012 

Round Seven: 

Junior International Heat One 

With temporary sunshine above, the Junior drivers kicked off the first heat of the day on the 

International Circuit. Owen Pearce led the field around the pace lap from pole position and got away 

well at the start.  After a relatively clean start, James Ives marked himself out as a man on the move 

to move up from 8
th

 on the grid to be fighting Jamil Said over 4
th

/5
th

 position. Ryan Ould, starting 

from 2
nd

 had some unfortunate kart problems that moved him right down the order. However, this 

promoted Robert Greenhough to third and Josh Hoy to second – Owen Pearce held on for the heat 

win. With some tough fighting in the midfield, the top three kept their noses clean and their 

consistency paid dividends to secure the top points. 

Heat Two 

On pole for heat two was Dan Bull, who held on extremely well to keep his position on a tight start 

to the race. James Ives, fresh from a strong result in heat one was just behind him and kept the 

pressure on until he was able to make a superb move on lap 4. Behind the top two, Ryan Ould was 

making up for a disappointing first race with a sterling drive through the pack from 7
th

; as he came 

up behind Dan Bull with just 2 laps remaining, he was able to take second place off of him. This set 

up a grandstand finale – Ryan was lapping very quickly and catching James. As the two drivers exited 

the final corner they were side y side… Ho e er, Ja es held o  y just fi e-hundredths of a second 

for a thrilling win. 

Heat Three 

The final heat before the final was an absolute testament to the skills of all of these drivers as they 

fought yet another exciting race – with just 14 seconds covering the entire field at the chequered 

flag. Mathias Read-Simpson started from pole but during the first-lap mayhem, lost a position to a 

fighting Sam Barclay. However, Sam lost out on lap three where he dropped down whilst battling 

with Jordan Albert and Mathias over the lead. Jordan was able to maintain his lead and Mathias 

finished in second, two seconds behind. However, another special mention must be made to Ryan 

Ould for showing off some impressive skills to secure third place despite starting in ninth. 

Final 

With some dangerous looking clouds overhead, the crowd and drivers knew that anything could 

happen in the final. The race started off slippery, with Owen Pearce starting on pole after an 

impressive showing in the heats. He held on to his position around the opening lap but some tough 

racing behind meant that Josh Hoy dropped from third to eighth. Ryan Ould briefly stole the lead on 

lap three before Owen re-taking the lead two laps later as the circuit started to dry. The changeable 
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conditions made for excellent racing as all drivers explored the limits of their grip whilst the top six 

were separated by just a couple of sessions. Owen Pearce hung on for victory by just one-tenth of a 

second from Ryan Ould with Dan Bull taking the final spot on the podium. 

Senior Lightweight Heat One 

On pole position for the first heat was Ravi Pala, a newcomer to the series and his first time out on 

this circuit. He made a good start, managing to keep behind some talented and experienced drivers 

behind. Behind him, a fairly clean start was made for all drivers. However, Dan Young had some kart 

issues that meant he dropped back from 11
th

 on the grid. Anthony Jordan made some ground on lap 

four, overtaking two drivers to move into second place. The top twelve were separated by just ten 

seconds as they came across the line for their penultimate lap. However, Anthony Jordan was unable 

to make his way past and Ravi scored a sensational victory in his first heat with Anthony finishing in 

second, Matthew Parker was third. 

Heat Two 

Charlie Fenton had a bad start amongst the opening lap chaos to drop two places down to third, 

whilst Daniel Truman was able to capitalise and take the lead at turn four. Some of the quick starters 

were Craig Murchinson and Anthony Jordan, who climbed three places each on the opening lap. 

Although a bit further down the field, Vaughan Roberts had a strong race from fifteenth, gradually 

climbing up the field to come home in tenth place. Much of the rest of the race passed without 

major incident and Daniel Truman secured maximum points, George Wilson was second and 

Anthony Jordan was third. 

Heat Three 

The stakes were high as all drivers sought to improve their points balance to secure them a good 

starting position for the final.  It was a mixed race for Daniel Truman – he fought his way into second 

before some apparent unseen squabble sent him back to thirteenth before recovering remarkably to 

finish sixth. Pole sitter Jamie Bull lost his position on lap six when fighting with Dan Young and  Harry 

Law – who was undoubtedly, to my mind, the driver of the race as he raced strongly to win from a 

seventh place starting position. Daniel Young finished in second and Craig Murchinson pipped Jamie 

Bull to third position. 

Final 

In probably one of the most entertaining races that I have seen for a long time, the Senior 

Lightweights battled for victory in baffling weather conditions. Starting from pole, Anthony Jordan 

lost out on the opening lap to the quick starting Harry Law, with Daniel Truman just behind in hot 

pursuit. Jamie Bull had a superb start, coupled with the following laps in which he gained several 

positions, meaning that he was challenging Anthony for second with two laps remaining. However, 

with the two drivers battling towards the final corner, Jamie tapped Anthony wide and gained the 

advantage. With not enough time remaining on the clock, Jamie was given a one-lap deduction in 

lieu of a la k flag. The dra a as ’t o er, as the hea e s ope ed all of a sudde . A tho y Jorda  
had a big crash at turn nine, whilst many other drivers spun at ten. As the drivers limped around the 

final lap of a greasy circuit, Harry Law stayed brilliantly in control to win, whilst Craig Murchinson 

and George Wilson took advantage of the mayhem to finish second and third respectively. 
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Senior Heavyweight Heat One 

As heat one for the Senior Heavyweights kicked off, John Horsman led Doug Willingale and Martin 

Smith around for the start. Martin grabbed the lead on the opening lap, before Doug seized his 

opportunity on lap two. Behind the excitement at the front, David Scott was having a great race to 

gain four positions in total to score some very valuable points. John Horsman regained second place 

from Martin Smith on lap four with a great move. As the race drew towards its conclusion, the top 

three remained unchanged: Doug Willingale in first, John Horsman in second and Martin Smith in 

third place. 

Heat Two 

A flying Andy Whymark took the initiative on the first lap as he moved into second to put pressure 

on pole-man David Scott. On lap four, Andy emphatically took the lead and proceeded to pull away 

from the other challengers. An unexpected mistake for the usually infallible Stuart Shearman at turn 

ten meant that he dropped all the way back to eighth from third. Andy Whymark took the 

chequered flag by over six seconds, following some very impressive lap times. David Scott was 

second and John Horsman just about held on from a fast-finishing Lee Eggleton for third. 

Heat Three 

After a particularly torrid round for Chris Munro thus far, he started on pole for the final heat. All 

drivers got away well at the start with no big movers, as the tightly-packed field produced some 

excellent racing. Lee Eggleton moved into third place before retiring due to kart troubles, promoting 

Wayne Robson. With Chris defending superbly at the front, just seven seconds separated the entire 

field as they started the final lap. Chris had some heavy defending to do around the final corner but 

managed to fend off Andy Whymark, winning by just a tenth of a second, with Wayne Robson in 

third place. 

Final 

With the points tallied up and grid positions decided upon, Andy Whymark was sitting at the front of 

the grid with the rest of the field eager to take his place. Doug Willingale grabbed his opportunity at 

turn five on the first lap to take the lead, while John Horsman had an awful opening lap to slip back 

to sixth from third. Doug and Andy were completely inseparable as they duelled, fighting for the 

lead. Behind them, Martin Smith nabbed third place from David Scott on lap two. Despite the best 

efforts of Andy, Doug was able to counter his moves to win the final by just one tenth of second, 

Andy was second and Martin Smith in third. 

Conclusion 

Another excellent day of racing in the InKart Championship here at Daytona Milton Keynes. A big 

thank you to all drivers and spectators for you participation. 

I look forward to seeing you all at the next round. 

Ben Turner 


